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v' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
 
v' Attempt All questions.
 
v' The figures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
 
v' Assume suitable data ifnecessary.
 

1.	 What is mechanics? Mention scope ofApplied Mechanics in engineering. [2] 

2.	 illustrate equilibrium conditipn of a rigid body and concept of free body diagram with 
suitable examples. [8] 

3..Three vertical wires as shown in figure support a plate of 50 kg. Determine the tension in 
each wire. All dimensions are iri mm. " [8] 

/It'"lL_--..=,2:.:5.Q.::;...0"--__~.. 
- 'I 

.;.
-+ ,.. "",' ,.. 

4.	 Force F=(3i-6j+4k)N passes through point (6,3,2) m. Replace this force with an ..t 

-l>	 -~ 
:equivalent system, where the force F passes through point (2,5, 10) m."	 ..i' 

" [4] 

5.,	 Determine the minimum angle e (made by the ladder AB of length 'L' with the floor) at 
; which a uniform ladder can be placed against a wall without slipping under its own, 
" weight (W). The coefficient of friction for all surfaces is 0.2.	 ' 

',' 

[4] ) 
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6.	 Determine the moment of inertia about.centroidaI axis of the shaded plane area by using 
Direct integration method. [12] 

I	 Y 

x
f-	 --J 

7. Draw the axial force, shear force and bending moment diagraII:1 of given frame. Indicate 
also the salient features if any. [14] 

internal 30KN 

hinge ..r 5Nlm 

Cf·, 
\ 

0

BFJ~---
:F	 1.·1 ~	 i 

~,	 . I 

I 4= 2m I 
8. Detennine the force developed in members CE, DF, EF,. GH of given truss loaded as 

shown in figure. 
[8] 
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9.	 Define l,miformlv rectilinear motion and . onnl\' accelerated rectilinea:- mati . For tlie 
pulleys systems -as shmVIl in figure, calculate the"velocity and acceleration of Block- 'C'. 

2 ,If the velocities and acceleration of Block'A' and 'B' are 3 mls("-), 2 m/s ct), 4 m1s(1} 
[8]

" ,and 5 m!s2C"-) respectively. 

10. Two blocks shown in figure starts from rest. The pulleys are frictionle§s"an.d having no 
mass. The kinetic co~efficient of friction between block A and inclined plaj:?e is 0.37. 
Determine the acceleration' of each block and tension in each cord. What do you mean by 
dynamic equilibrium? [8+2] 

50 kg	 ',/ 

A 
B 

~ - - -' --r -----" 
10° 

C 

Ed 150 kg 

D 

*>I!*	 )
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[3] . _ 

f .._

18]' 

'. 1:.~-~-.~ -,- . 

. , 

3. .A 160N force P is applied at point A of a structural member. Replace.P with (a) An. 
equivalent force-couple system at C, (b) and equivalent system consisting of a vertical 
force at B anq a second force at D. Il2] 

I E 
I ~ 
I .~~-

.,:~.. 
'E

.D'~>=-"·.·"'" 
·c I' L,...,

B , "'! ..... 
---.---.------~ ~ 

l  .0:::.2m 2m 4m -.....;......... t -1' l' 1 . 
-

--, 
- "" r 
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4.	 Determine the polar moment of inertia and the polar radius of gyration of the shaded area 
as shown in figure below with respect to centroid. . ' [12J 

.	 y , 

5.	 , Defme static friction. Explain why coefficient of static friction is always less than that of
 
kinetic friction coefficient. Support y:our answer with relevant~quations. , [1+3]
 

6.	 Calculat~ and draw the ,'axial for6:e: Shear' forc~ aDib~nding moni~/diagram with its
 
salient features; for the given fr~e as shoWl1 in' fi~.~;below. ' ' . ~. ['13] ..
 

" .":~; KN/m . OKN 

m 

. i . 

. ! , ' . 

.. ': 
-~.:~ ; 

C,.a:-S.-::t....!;lr--r-~-:-T"t.::;-:-]'~ 

B 

20KN- 1m	 

'.. 
) .". 

. ! 

.. I 

..:..!:. 

-~.·l 

7.	 Use method ~f se~tio~to .dete~ine member 'for~e~ DE, DF and Gr f~r !he gi~en pin .". 

jointed truss ano. also indicate the nature of forces. ;:~".	 [sj
-;:.-	 . ., '., 

.1'6.kN A. . . ...-. .':.	 ~ 

4m. 

B 

F 

1 

16 kN 

16kN	 
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E 
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M 
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8. A particle moving in a straight line' has an acceleration, a = F. its displacement and 

velocity at t4ne t = 2 sec, are 

acceleration at time t =3 sec. 

128 m 
3 

and 16rn/s. Find the displacement velocity and 

[10] 

9. The two blockS as shown in figure below are released from rest when r = O.73m and 
6=30°. Neglecting the mass of the pulley and the effect of the friction in the pUlley,and 
between block A and the horizontal surface. Deter~e: 

a) The initial tension in the cable 
b) Acceleration ofthe block lA' and'B' [10] 

MB=2i.7kg
*** 

.' 
i 
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./ Candidates are requi:ed to give their answ~rs in t.1eir O'WTI words as fal' as practicable. 

../' AttemvtAll a:.:esrions. 

./ . The figures in the ma.;"gin indicate Full Marks. 

../' Assume suiTable data ifnecessary. 

I. a) Describe the scope of applied mechanics. [3] 

b) The cylinders A ~nd C weight 1000 N eac.h and the weight of ~ylinder B is 2000 N. 
Determine the forces exerted at the contact points. [7] 

B 

'2W 
• I> 

A ~,./", c
" . 

2.	 a) What is Free Body Diagram and why-it is used during analysis of structure? [4]
 

b) Determine the resultant of the force's acting tangentially to a circle of radius 3 m as
 
shown in figure. What will be the loc'ation of the resultant with respect to centre oftfie
 
circle?' [8] 

. : :"15'tH.......N

17'T"'\ SO Kl/ 

3.	 Explain the lav,'S of st2tic friction. Also define the limiting friction a...,d angle of friction 
with suitable exa....nple.	 [2+1+ 1) ) 

4.	 Determine the centroid of the hatched area by Direct Integration Method. State a..'1d prove 
the pa..-allel axis theorem for momem of inertia. [8+4] 

Bo~f-}~:~-----
., 

,<-Il 
I 

500 mm I 
I 

1 
;;Ie --==-'-----~ X 

A~e---::::-:- -,,,... 
500mm 
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"'	 Drav\ the Axial Force, Shear Force and Bending Moment diagram of t~e given frame. 
Also show th~ salient femures. 

L
f14] 

60lcN 

7.	 A particle starting from origin is subjected to acceleration such that ax = -4 m/s2 and 
2 

&y = -8 mJs • If the ipJtial velocity is 100 m/s directed at a slope of 2:3. Compute the
 
radius of curvature of the path after 5 sec. Also calculate the position at the end of 5 sec.
 
What are the possible equations ofmotion for a particle in tenns of kinetics? [7+3]
 

~~=100mJs	 )

/13 
S.	 a) Define the dynCffilic equilibrium and i:r:pulse momentum principle for particle. [4] 

b)	 A particle moves along a curved path defined by r = 5 e and €I = t 2 / 3 \.'ihere r is ir: 
meters 2.."1ri t is in se~ond5. DeteTInL.'1e the velocity and acceleration of the par..icle 
when e = 90°.	 [6] 

"'** 
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./ Arrempr . _l! questions.
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./ Assume suitable data ifnecessary.
 

1. Why it is necessary to assume a solid body as a perfectly rigid in the Engineering study. [3] 

2.	 What is free body diagram? The cylinder A and B rest in .an inclined surface which makes 
.an angle of 25" with horizontal as shown in figure below. Detennine reaction- at contact 

-	 points. Take: . : [2+6]
 
Weight of cylinder A (WA) =100 N
 
Weight of cylinder B (WB) =200 N .
 
Diameter of cylinder A (rA) = 60 rnm
 
Diameter of cylinder B (rB) =90
 

/. 

'. 3. Find the resultant afforce couple system at point 'A' as shown in figure below. Take 
.F1 = 100 KN, F2 = 300 KN. Define a couple and show that couple is a free vector. [8+3] 

.Y 20KN 

20KN- .	 

. -"~ 

) 

z 

4.	 DetermLTJ.e by directintegration metl:lod, the centroid of the area sho'W"Il in figure below: [5] 
Y

A

a 

.-----.-:::::.-.-~x 
to

/1 
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i,,.	 Subject: - Applied Mechanics (CE401) 
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v"	 Candidates are required to give their answers in 'their own words as far as practicable., 
v"	 Attempt All questions,

Ii v" The figures in the margin indicate Full Marks. 
I' v" Assume suimble data ifnecessary. 

1. Descnoe the scope ofapplied mechanics in engineering.	 [3] 

2.' What is the physical meaning of equilibrium and why it is important in structure? How 
can we draw good Free Body Diagram? Explain with suitable examJ?les. [4;+-4J 

3.	 Detemrine magnitude, direction and line of action of the resultant of forces acting in the 
" I: system shown in fi,gure be10w.	 [8] 
I',I

II
 

. .~ 

Ii	 

{ON 
~ 
II	 

60o~ 
A -""""""::""3-m-1---:l---:::- -.-,BJ 2 m


I;

:1	 'J3rn 

. :1 
.'	 .~ ." 

~ '~i3m 
-. .:',-,:	 ;.100N- CI--~>50N , 

".' , .. " ~ 
~. 

4.	 A commercial vess~I is being pulled into larbour' for unloading by two tugboats as shown ; 

in figure knowing the veslfeI requires 150 KN along its axis to move it steadily. Compute 
the .tensions in rope AB anti BC when a. = 40°.. [4j,.	 '" .. ~ 

.. ~ii
II 

.	 I. 
FII 
,t 
IJ 
i' 
j 

! . C
 
'I 5. State and prove parallel axis theorem. Also determine the centroidal X and Y coordinate
 
Ii of the hatched area. ' [3+8]
 
II 
II	 T 

I'	 I 
I	 I 
II 

P
 
,I

II 

' ... 
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6.	 A muform bar AB, weighing 424 N, is fastened by a frictionless pin to a block weighing 
200 N as shown in figure. At the vertical wall, J.l = 0.268 while ll.Tlder the block, J.l = 0.20. 
Detennine the force P needed to start motion to the right. [5) 

w 
~'=". 

~;::...",~==~....:.: 

7. Draw the Axial Force, Shear force and Bending Moment diagram of the given frame.
 
Also show the salient features if any. [13] :
 

r
 
; 

I 
I	 i 

I
 

5. 

J---A-l . I 
I----a.~ 

5.. 

El-

I 8. Determine the..member forces for given truss loaded as shown in figure below.	 [8]I 

i 

I
f 

I 

·.t--.6 m • f· 
25KN SDKN 

A <:t-----~~----p

I ~ 

l'mDL Om ---r- . 
9.	 The motion of a vibrating particle is defmed by the equations x = 100 sm m and 

~. 

y =25 cos 2m where x and y are expressed in rom and t in sec. [10] 

a) Determine the velocity and acceleration when t = 1 sec
 

b) Find the nature ofpath of the particle
 

10.	 Determine the magnitude of force P required to give the block an acceleration of 10 m/s2
• 

Coefficient of friction between the block and the floor is 0.25. [10) 

=2500N 
p 
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..\j
 

./ AttemptALI questions. .
 

./ Thefigures in the margin indicate FullM~rks..
 

.,/ Assume suitable data ifnecessary. ).. _. .
 

1. . D~scribe the scope aI).d importance'oaf applied mecha~ics in engine~ring study. Defme . 
. .fr~ body diagram with examples.: . . [2+2] 

2.	 Determine the reactions at the contact points; if tlrree cylinders are piled in a rectangular 
ditch as shown in figure', Given that the weight of the cylinders are: WA = 2 KN [8] 

.	 WB =5KN 
'. Wc=3 KN 

<0. 

.:; ~ 

:f:-..... 

.." .. 
~;, .. 

.''''' " 

, r 
, i 

", 

3.	 How can you reduce Ii for~e into a force and' c~uple? Obtain the resultant of the two pairs i! ,I 

of~ench showriin the fi~re. L.1.dicate it's line of actipn. [3+8] 
" .

\.:;	 , f ~ 
,-

, 
- . . 

~. _~30Nm 

·40N 
!

) 
x ! 

! 

4. Determine centroid of the given plane figure. State and prove parallel axes u~eorem for ,;. ;~:: 
.~,timoment of inertia. Ddine centroida.'1d center of gravity.	 . [7+3+2] 

..7 ~~: ..:, 
...... ,

Y 

-' i 

A-

-I 

r 0 
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Bk,_--..--,--"t""C -;;:.~l 0KN , 

5. Defille the angle of friction and also write the laws of static friction.	 [4..1

6.	 'Draw 'axial force, shear force and bending moment diagram for the loaded frame as
 
, [l_~]
shown in figure below. Also indicate the salient featutes if any.	 

~10 KNim 

c 
Am 

5KN/m \..t 
20KN 

A 

6m 

7.	 Det~rmine the total, degree of internal, external indet~hninaCY of given truss:- Also
 
determine the member forces in members B~D. , [2+6] i
 

I 
t

-f 
I 

:r...,' 

'>.";~'.~- I 
~'. ;~: f 

i 
1 

. . ,t • ..: .....~ l::.t;-:.. . " I 

'K', The acceleration of a partiaHs 'given' by a relation -a =.-..?' It is kIio~that at time t = .0, ' 
I 

" I 

: -'position is -2m and velocity is 2m/sec. ·Find the ,displacernen( position, velocity and \ 
: 

, -" acceleration at instant of Y2 sec. 'What do you mean by projectile and obtain the equations 
for projectile IDotiQn. ' [7+3] 

9.	 What do you mean by impulse momentum prinCiple? Two ,blocks A and B having i
<. 

respective weights 500 N and 1000 N start form rest. The pulley is .frictionless and also 
practically mass less. The kinetic 'coefficient of friction between the block A a.qd the 
mclined slli-face is 0.35. Determine the acceleration ofeach block and tension in the cord. [2+8] 

~ 

- ) 

, . 

. t . ,.~' . 
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1.	 Describe briefly the concept of partiCle, rigid body and defonnable body. [3] 

2.	 Describe Free Body Diagram and physical meaning of equilibrium. Also describe the 
importance of Free Body Diagram fu"1d equilibrium in structural analysis. [2+2+2+2] 

3.	 Replace the two wrenches as shown, in. figure by a single equivalent Mench and· 
detemJ.i.rie (a) the resultant force, (b) indicate it's line ofaction. [8] 

~50N-m 
1'30N,.
 

8m . 
p/" 

x 
~~ 

z - " <" . ~~90N . _ ·-m 

4. Detennine the value ofFl arid F2 if the forces shown in figure below are in equilibrium. [4] 

2()-KN 

75 KN 

5. Detenr..ine centroid<>J x coordinate of the shaded area shown in figure below.	 [4J 

r~
k/-~I--L..L.-.I.~~-L..-t.~...l.-._~~ x 

4m r 
~~(	 ~l""J 
I	 ""i 
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D 20KNJ' T
2m 

-+ 
-t 

6.	 Determine radius of gyration (r.<) of the a...n.gle section shown in figure below about 
centradal x-axis. [8] 

fA 
T~I---J3cm 

6cm 
7.	 Illustrate imp~nding motion,state of friction and demonstrate the change h'1 frictional 

force for different motion stages using relevant figure. [4] 
! 
I 8. Draw AFD, SFD and BIvID of the given frame loaded as shoWn in figure below. Indicate 

I
i the salient-feature ifany. 

/60KN/m IOKN
 
I· '"
 

I: 
l:I 

r 
w~ 

[. 
i 
I 
j	 .r 

·9. Compute thefOTce developed in.the.member.BC, BD,.BE, DE, DG and EG of the given I truss .loaded as shown in figure. . [7]
I 
I 
i 

f - A.I· .	 .... 
I. 

I
 
I
 

I 

I 
I. 

..I 

4m 4m 

7/ 

10. Define upjformly rectilinear motion apd uniformly' accelerated rectilinear motion. AI: 
I projectile is fired vvith an initial velocity of 244m/s at a target B located 610m above the 

level of gun A and at a horizontal distance of 3658m. Neglecting air resistance, determine 

I· the value of the firing angle.' . [2+8] 

I 11. Define the linear momentum and angular momentum. Find the velocity and acceleration 

i of the bob in the given position. The bob of a 2m pendulum describes an arc of a circle in 
I· a vertical plane. Tension in the cord is 2.5 times the weight of the bob for the position 
! shaWL..	 .c. [2+8] 

: , 

.	 !~.~2n\_ 
I . - ~). 
;	 - .~... .m 

-	 I ~~. .-!.---!._- . 
I 

*** 
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].	 a) Enlist six nm::lamemal p.rinci~les on v,r1i::h tie stady of mechanics :'es~s or:. 

b)	 Calculate reaction at supports. DraVl axial force, shear force and bendi:::g I!l ')ment 
dia;::-ams fo: th~ follGwii:.g frame loaded as sho'YYJ. below: [l-..J...!....:.;-+4J 

'1 ,.

:i . 

.. 
2.	 a:., D~ ic:ibe equations' of equilibri~ in two dimensions and its essence ill 5trlicUlral 

' 

2.:?plication. 
[6J 

b) . 'The coefficient of friction betvveen blocks A and B and the horizontal surfaces are 
.. H ~ 0.24 and ~K = 0.20. Kn,?wing that IDA = 5 kg, mB = 10kg a.Tld me = 10 kg, 
determine: (i) the tension in the cord (ii) acceleratio:J. of each block. [lOJ 

:I' I '.;. 
, i:' 

. \ \. \ \ 

A 
'\ \ \ .. \ 

.131 
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A pa~kage is pr~jected 10m up at 15 0 incline so that it just reaches the top of the 
indine B with zero velocity." Knowing that the coefficient of kinetic friction between 
t.ij,e package and the inclinels,O.12~::deterniine:(i) initial velociry of the package A 
(ii) the velocity of the package as it re.iu..Tiis·to its :6ri~irial position.	 . 

... ,'.'. _~ .". _.',: ~::::'.".," '.: "~"'.~:'~.::~, '~:.<'~ .:.:.,...... f' .,. ." ~R' 

3. a) Determine by direct integration method, the centroid ofthe following shaded area, [8] 

y 

·' . 

b)	 Determine the force in members DE, 'CD, AB and AC for the inverted roof truss 
shown in figure below. State whether each member is in tension or compression. [8] 

2K.N 3KN 4KN 3KN 2KN 

H+ 
1m	 )1 

~ 

2m 2m 2m 2mI ..,Ie 
E ...	 ,L 2m *] 1m 

1 

4.	 a) Detennine the moment of inertia of the shaded area shown with respect to centroidal 
yaxis. [6] 

12mmt 

18~1 
~ 

18mm! 

12nunl" 

22mrn 72mm 22m·m 
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" b) The acceleration of a-parti61ei~:d~fm~d.by:.,t11e ;ela~i6n a =-~k ·/v where K is a'>: --~.' 
.. constant. Knowmg that x = 0 and V = 81rn/s at t = 0 and that v = 36wJs whez: 

x =18m. Detennine (i) the velocity ofparticle when"x = 20m (ii) time reqillred for ~he . 
particle to come to rest. . - •.. [10]..--,.-

5.	 a) The lOON block A ~d the 1501'{block B:~ supported,by an. incline tiJat is held in:- _..." 
. the position shown in figure beIow.Knowmg;.that coefficient of static friction is 0.15 .. _,' 
between all surfaces of contact, detennine the va1:ue 'of e for which IDption _is 
impending. [5] 

b)	 The 80N horizontal force 'p' acts on a bell crank as shov.'U: (i) Replace P 'vvith an 
equivalent force couple system at R(ii) Find two vertical forces at C and D that are 
equivalent to the couple found in part (i). '[5] 

....	 p -• 
500mm 

Bl(tif:=============:!:·C ==3-D 

,~~ 200mm 50mm 

c) A 300 . force is applied at A as shown. Determine: (i) moment of 3001\ force about D 
(ii) Smallest force applied at B that creates same moment about D.	 [3T3] 

)
'i 50mm" 250mm 

... '"	 "K. 
~ 

D 

200mm 

I 
B

A 

300N
 

,',,"*
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INSTITCTE OF ENGINEERC\iG 

Examination Control Division 
2068 Bhadra 

Level B.c. 

Programme BeE, B1'lE 

L~~~~~_--.J._.!i.~ 

i Fu.1J Marks 

I Pass i\Iarks 

.-hime 

'80, 
I 32 

13 MS. __.I 

Subject: - Applied Mechanics 
../ Candidates are required to give their answers in their ovm words as far as practicable.
 
../ Attempt All questions.
 
,/ The figures in the margin indicat~ Full Marks.
 ..../ Assume suitable data ifnecessary. 

1. a) Define the fundamental principles on which the study of mechanics rests.	 [3] " 

b) Draw the axial force, shear force and bending moment diagram of the given frame. Also show 
/ the salient features. [13] 

20KN 
15 Kill 

8K 1M 

e) 

t o 
2m 

J,
10KN 

l' 
6 

...-.. 2m 

..j, 
70/' 

~ 2m -----'7 1m ~>E 1m ,... 

2.	 a) Kno\.ving that the coeff. of friction between 25 kg block and the incline is J..ls = 0.25. 
Determine (i) smallest value of P required. to start the block moving up the incline 
(ii) corresponding value of [3.	 [4] 

I, 
/ 

; ... 
b) The 80N horizontal force P act on a bell crank as shown in figure below. (i) Replace P with an 

equivalent force-couple system. (ii) Find two vertical forces at C and D :that are equivalent to 

the couple formed in 0). [2+3] 
p A 

T Fl 
I 

O.05m 

c DJ	 
• • 
0.04m 

'!IE ~ 

c) Detennine magnItude, direction and position of the resultant of forces acting on a block as 
ShO\,;T. in figure below. [7] 

SOON 

D 
20
 

l--+--':::"~
 __~. lOON • J 

2pON 
A l..-.__.,---' 

a.8m 

3. <:	 V1/112: is s~a:ic equilib:;:ium? What are t.."'1e equations of static equilibnum i;l two dimension? 
'1' ........... -:·..... c ~T'.r.»+1,;~ -~.a ~.....,..,f"\I"'\"··..:n:,,...p ("\f't'hnrn..	 r:' ~ '-11
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b) Detennine the force in members DE, CD and A..B for tile il}vened Howe Roof truss. State
 
.- whether each member is in tension or compression. [8J
 

~ 2m '! ?m" 2m ~. 2m 

A 
\2KN 4iN _b ''"'' 'k

~->--:=l B 4ICNT',~ 
3m	 :1\

1 - \ 
---:=t-' 

! D 

4m 

. " '4. a)	 Detennine the centroid of following enclosed (hatched) area with the curves 
)'1 = K1x1 and Y2 = K2x

1/2, and also given that the extreme values of along X-axis and 
Y-axis are 'a' and 'b' respectively. Use direct integration method. [6J 

y IY2 = K 2xl12 

e-·-----;-.......-x
 

. b)	 The two blocks shown in figure below start from rest. The horizontal plane and the pulley are
 
frictionless and the masS of pulley. is negligible. Determine the acceleration of each block and
 
the tension in each cord.
 [l0] 

50kg 

1ir~50kg 
OR 

b)	 The particle, having the position ".'ector ofr = 5 cos (28)m, is travelled in a curvilinear path as
 
shown in figure below, where 8 = 3t2(rad/s). Find the velocity and acceleratiorl of the motion
 
of the particle at 8 = 30°. [10]
 

r 

) 

---a---I 

C 

5. a) Determine moment of inertia about the centroidal x-axis of the shaded area shown in figure below. [6] 

~~omrn 

~Illinm 
~OOmrn~ 

b) A projectile is fired from the edge of a 250m cliff with an initial velocity of 360m/s at an 
angle of 45° with the horizonta1. Neglecting air resistance, find (i) The greatest elevation 
above the ground reached by the projectile (ii) The horizontal distance from the gun to the 
point where the projectile strikes the-ground. 'LID] 
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INS'!"ITUTE OF EN3INEERING Level I BE Full Marks 80 I 

I BEL, BEX, Examination Control Division II Programme BeT, ~IE, IPass Marks 32 
i B.A£rI., B.Arch. --' 

2068 Baishakh [ Year I .. Part I 1/ I I Time -----------.I 3 hrs. iL . 

Subject: - Applied Mechanics
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../'" Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
 

../' Attempt any Five questions.
 

../' Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
 

../' Assume stdtable data ijnecessQJ)'.
 

1. a) Derive the relationship between load, shear force and bending moment.	 [4] 

b)	 Draw axial' force, shear fQ,fce and bending moment diagram for the given loaded 
frame as shown in figure below. [12] 

/'12 k]'-I/m 

-t~I , 

·B 

A. t-...,....5 kNm-T .~:r;~- - I 
.L-'"""'7i\A--L :--_. I 

ar.rm '. I 
L---"6m -----J 

2. a) W'hat is the equilibrium of a body? Write the conditions of equilibrium of a particle. [4] 

b)	 A plate of size 6m x 4m is acted upon by a set of forces in its plane as shown in figure 
below. Determine the magnitude, direction and position of resultant rorc.:'. (12] 

4m 
lOON 

8ON-.L-+lI-------_..MfB~"-"'-
A~'--6m _. 

[6~3.	 a) Detennine the centroid of right angie triangle!Jy method of integration.--;; 
..-\; 

\ 
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b) Find the moment of inertia and radius of" gyration about X- Y a}:is of the figure shown 
below. [10j 

y 
i~ 

I 
I 
I ./ 

\ 
I 

I 
-='---"'-....4.--I.'--t:-..~-..:._ --,,---,--,---:=~l 

~._-----------?» 
I C.ern 

4.	 a) What is the angle of friction? Explain at·,)ut tipping and sliding of block? [6J 

b)	 Detemline the support reactions and forces in all member in the given pin jointed 
truss as shown in figure below. [10 ] 

D 
c--7 1.5KN if 

1.5m 

5.	 aj What is the linear momentum? Explain about' rate of change of it. [4J 

b)	 Two blocks shown .in figure below start from rest. The horizontal plane and the 
pulleys are frictionless, aI1d the pulley is assumed to be of negligible mass. Delennine 
tIle acceleration of eachblock and the tension in each rod. [12J 

200	 kg 

~r-
~-7"'7T1D~I 

3W
)1c 

l'Ji
a[jB 
), .:00 kg 

6.	 a) Mention the types of support on structu "es and support reactions with its free body 
di"gram. [6] 

b)	 For a particular body moving rectilinearly, a = - Ox- 2
, where a is the acceleration in 

m:sec 2 and x is in meter units. It is knovm that when t = 2 sec, x = 8m and v = 3m/sec. 
Detem1ine its acceleration when t = .3 sec. [1 OJ 

*** 
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